English
As readers, we are focusing on a range
of reading comprehension skills, using
Secrets of a Sun King as our focus.
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As writers, we are promoting the
delights of ancient Egypt. While
travellers might want to visit perfect
pyramids, the vast Valley of the Kings
and the seemingly never-ending Nile,
we’re attempting to sell the idea that by
visiting Egypt, you can return home with
fewer family members than you arrived
with.
Computing
This term we have focused on design
systems, how data is transferred and the
online sharing of information.
PSHE
Term 1 focuses on ‘Being in my world’.
We have explored the year ahead, what
it means to be a citizen of England, the
responsibilities we have to ourselves and
others, and understanding how the
choices we make impact the rewards
and consequences we experience. We
have also been practising mindfulness of
a Friday afternoon – learning to focus on
the here and now.

Maths
Place value has dominated our practice
over the past term. We have focused on
numbers up to 10 million, explored
rounding, practised multiplying and
dividing by powers of 10, recognising the
value of numbers up to 3 decimal places
(with slices of bread being the most
utilised resource in the classroom). The
subsequent focus was on negative
numbers and reading Roman Numerals
as years. Making connections across
maths creates stronger mathematicians,
so we’ve linked our work to
measurement, geometry and statistics.
Art and Design
As artists, we have focused on sketching
our observations of Egyptian artefacts to
develop our mastery of the technique.

History
As historians, we have been using our class
text to understand more about ancient
Egyptian practices. Through the book, we
are beginning to understand the fact that
history is a matter of opinion, and that
Emma Carroll holds a very strong opinion as
to the integrity of Howard Carter, the
archaeologist who discovered Howard
Carter’s tomb in 1922.

Geography
Across the year, we focus on locational
geography, with specific reference to
Egypt over this term.
PE
As athletes, we are focusing on tag
rugby. This involves:
* developing our catching skills
* practising our throwing
* working as part of a team

